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Incredibly flexible at work & in everyday life

The LIFT activ is equipped with a manual seat height adjustment option,
which is easily adjusted using an ergonomic handle. The continuous seat
height adjustment is achieved with gas pressure springs. With only a little
muscle power, the seat is lifted upwards by up to 30 cm. In this position,
the wheelchair user is eye to eye with a person standing about 1.75 m tall.
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This adjustable seat height makes it highly flexible in use in a wide range of
professions, and lets you use conventional furniture and kitchen facilities.
With the LIFT activ, you can work flexibly at different workstations, machines
and devices.

Light & active despite
the lifting mechanism

Wide range of optional
extras & accessories

The frame and lifting mechanism
of the LIFT activ impresses with a
weight starting at 14.5 kg and with
an attractive and dynamic design.

Each LIFT activ is a customised
model, with frame dimensions and
equipment that are always tailored
to the wheelchair user’s needs. You
can choose from a wide range of
equipment for the LIFT activ, including footrests, brakes, push handles,
back and seat systems, as well as
drive and caster wheels.

Simple transport
Transport in a car boot is problem-free - simply take the wheelchair apart into its individual modules, with no need for tools.
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Backrest with fold-down
lordosis joint

The LIFT activ gets you to the right level at work, in everyday life & leisure

FLEXIBLE OPTIONS FOR USE Use as a standing-up aid

Thanks to its low weight (in comparison to the LIFT solid), the LIFT activ
is ideal for transport and for using the wheelchair at work, in everyday life
and leisure activities. Reaching the files on the top shelf at the office in the
morning, putting the dishes in the wall cupboard above the worktop in the
kitchen at home at lunchtime, and having a conversation with family and
friends at eye level at the bar in the evening – that’s no problem with the
LIFT activ.

For people whose conditions leave them some movement in their legs, the
LIFT activ can also be used as a standing-up aid.
For this use, it makes sense to select the “Divided footrest with swivel frame
stem” or another footrest that can be folded or swivelled away.

Option: Removable frame stem, foldable with
divided footrest
The frame stem can also be swivelled out and removed, so that the frame
ends at the front end of the cover and leaves a lot of space for transfer.
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Removable frame stem, foldable with divided footrest

Technical specifications
Lower leg guidance:

G- or V-shape frame stems available

Front frame angle:

100° | 105°

Lift function/seat height adjustment:

Manual seat height adjustment, over 30 cm infinitely adjustable

Seat width:

35 - 46 cm (in 1 cm steps)

Seat depth:

35 - 48 cm (in 1 cm steps)

Back height:

20 - 48 cm (in 1 cm steps)

Lower leg length:

30 - 50 cm (in 1 cm steps)

Rear seat height:

41 - 43 cm (in 1 cm steps)

Front seat height:

45 - 51 cm (in 1 cm steps)

Tipping point:

6 - 10 cm (in 1 cm steps)

Total product weight:

Starting at 14.5 kg

Max. standard load weight:

Up to 100 kg

Possible drive wheel camber:

1°, 4°, 2.5°
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